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Co-Chairman Fleischmann, Slossberg, and respected members of the Education Committee, thank you for the 
opportunity to speak at today’s public hearing.  
 
My name is Jeremiah Grace and I’m the Connecticut State Director for the Northeast Charter Schools Network, 
the membership association for the 22 public charter schools in Connecticut. 
 
I am here to comment on Governor’s Bill No. 943, An Act Concerning Charter Modernization and Reform.1 
 
I’ll start by saying, emphatically, that public charter schools strongly support an aggressive package of 
improvements to Connecticut's charter laws. Our laws are nearly 20 years old, and have been consistently 
rated among the worst in the country.2 
 
Updating our laws means improved transparency and improved accountability, as well as improved flexibility. 
 
We believe the proposed changes represent a good starting point, especially regarding efforts to improve 
accountability. But, the proposal misses the mark on providing public charter schools with the flexibility they 
need to thrive, leaving Connecticut far behind other states on the issue. 
 
A number of nationally recognized best practices aren’t included in the proposed bill, including: allowing for 
replication of successful schools; expanding the impact of a successful school governing council; codifying an 
annual request for charter proposals; and increasing autonomy from state and federal regulations. 
 
Part of the accountability measures proposed by the Governor, and supported by charter schools across the 
state, is an annual performance review, and an increased emphasis holding public charter schools accountable 
for student achievement. 
 
That’s a welcome change, but it must be partnered with measures that recognize success. This is critical, 
because if we’re going to continue improving education in our state, we must expand access to education 
options that are working for kids. 
 
That means identifying successful charter schools in Connecticut and giving them a legal mechanism to 
replicate their model. That also means identifying successful charter school governing boards, and giving them 
the opportunity to work with more schools. 

                                                        
1
 Connecticut General Assembly. “Governor's Bill No. 943: An Act Concerning Charter Modernization and Reform.” 2015. Hyperlink: 

http://www.cga.ct.gov/2015/TOB/S/2015SB-00943-R00-SB.htm  
2
 National Alliance for Public Charter Schools. “Measuring Up: A Tool for Comparing State Charter School Laws and Movements – Connecticut.” 

January 2015. Hyperlink: http://www.publiccharters.org/get-the-facts/law-database/states/CT/ 
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These are common sense measures - held in law by other states across the country - that give our most 
effective educators the opportunity to reach more children. 
 
Another, crucial way to ensure parents have access to more, quality education options for their children, is to 
increase the number of charter schools in the state.  
 
The proposed charter law does address new charters in a way, by requiring new charters to meet smart, 
stringent standards of quality. We strongly support that.  
 
But without a request for proposals from the State Department of Education, no new schools can apply for a 
charter, regardless of how exceptional they are. 
 
We need - in law - a requirement that the state shall annually put out a request for charter school proposals. 
 
Charter schools are public schools. They are a part of our education system. And most importantly, there are 
thousands of families in our state waiting to attend them. 
 
Connecticut is already home to great school models, some of the best in the country. At the very least, when a 
community seeks out a proven charter model and asks for that opportunity for their children, the state should 
hear them out. 
 
Among the accountability measures in this bill are required background checks, anti-nepotism and conflict of 
interest policies. We support these updates – they are crucial to the safety of our students, and will actually 
subject charter school governing boards to even more stringent background check requirements than district 
Boards of Education. 
 
And finally, its critical we keep in mind that the founding premise of charter schools is increased accountability 
for increased flexibility, and that is especially true in regard to state regulations. We can and must give charters 
the autonomy they need to innovate for the future of their students. 
 
Charter schools come in all shapes and sizes, and they give communities a chance to reclaim public education 
for their children. Today, parents are speaking with their feet, because they want peace of mind that their child 
is attending a great school. 
 
As you move to update our charter law, we hope you focus on what's most important: giving students that 
great school. We must stay committed to the essential bargain of a public charter school, which is greater 
flexibility for the unprecedented accountability taxpayers deserve. That is the best way to give parents and 
children quality educational choices. 
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